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A style
of living
Male homosexual
adjusts at JMU
•First in a series
By Charles Taylor
features editor

FaClllty faShiOfl —■ Dr. Lillian Jennings, assistant dean of the School
of Education, stepped from behind the desk onto the stage Saturday night in the
Warren Campus Center Ballroom. She was a model In a student and faculty
fashion show sponsored by JMU's Office of Minority Affairs.
(Photo by Yo Nagaya)

He met him at a party. A Tew curious glances, an
understanding nod, then casual, separate trails to
the apartment's balcony.
"He said to me, 'I think you're really attractive
and I want to take you to bed.' I was pretty nervous. All the heat went from my hands and my
feet. I didn't know how to react."
The reaction he chose marked a beginning — for
this man, an initiation into the world of homosexuality. A year and a half later, Brian (not his real
name) maintains an active gay lifestyle among his
estimate of 1,500 homosexual males at JMU. The
Kimsey reports found in 1948 that 10 percent of
white Americans were homosexual. More recent
studies place the estimate at one in seven. On campus, that statistic would place the Figure much
lower than Brian's — at about 640.
While cautious, he is not intimidated by the
common views held by much of society. Still, his
life has been marked with fear, loneliness and confusion — especially in the days following his first
encounter.
"I couldn't tell a soul," he says. "It was eating
me up inside. It's a horrible feeling I can't even
begin to describe. What if somebody Finds out?
That was the hardest part to deal with because I'd
already seen a change in me."
Still he knew his initial experience was not based
on a careless, spontaneous whim. Brian thinks it
evolved from forces within his family and early
school years.
"I kind of was a sheltered child," he says. "My
father didn't make us pursue sports in any way and
we were allowed to grow up any way we wanted
to. My father left the family situation when 1 was
4-and-a-half years old, so I had my mother and
sister as basically role models. I admit I picked up
a lot of effeminate gestures and actions."
This didn't set well with classmates. By the
eighth grade, Brian would walk down the hall to
snickers and chants of "faggot, fairy, homo,
queer. I tried to ignore it," he says, "and then one
day it Finally got on my nerves and I pounded the
shit out of someone. And they left me alone."
He also had a girlfriend at this time. "We cared
See MALE page 2 ►
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The Lion
Student Annette Fama
plays Eleanor in Friday's
rehearsal
of
William
Shakespeare's "The Lion in
Winter." The play will be performed at Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre in Duke Fine Arts
Center Tuesday through Sunday. (Photo by Yo Nagaya)
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•► (Continued from page 1)

about each other and did all the normal things 1 guess normal couples do
at 13. No sexual experimentation,
just more or less emotional."
Brian says he had no inkling of the
homosexual tendencies that would
later emerge. Even after the first encounter, he wasn't sure if he was
gay. "So big deal, it happens. It's
not going to change your entire life
unless you want it to."
But he faced a decision he knew
could change every aspect of his life.
He continued experimenting with his
feelings and new lifestyle, seeing the
man frequently. And amidst his own
uncertainty, there was confusion on
the home front.
"My mother began to question
why we were spending so much time
together. Why, whenever he called, I
would go racing out of the house and

tearing over to his place. I would go
out with him and not come back until the next morning, which is kind of
rare for a guy 20 years old."
Brian's mind is made up now. His
lifestyle is clearly defined. To
anyone who asks out of genuine interest, he admits he is homosexual.
But to reach that point, it took
more experimentation — such as gay
bars.
"When I went to my very first gay
bar," he says, "I was so worried I
was going to get picked up that I
couldn't think about anything else.
Now I've gone into gay bars where I
walk in and it's like heads turn."
These days, he still frequents gay
bars in the D.C. area with gay
friends from JMU. "Socially, the
bars are a blast. I can't begin to
describe how fun they are because
you're not inhibited. You're allowed
to let go and if you see a cute guy
walking down the corridor, you say,
'Hey, come on. Let's dance.' "
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Brian's gay friends have also
helped him in other ways. "You feel
very isolated until you find another
person or group that feels the same
way you do. Then it feels OK
because you see people who basically
have the same feelings you have.
That's kind of nice, because there's
safety in numbers."
On campus, Brian estimates that
between 100 and 150 out of 1,500
homosexuals live an open gay
lifestyle; they date men and admit
their homosexuality when asked.
The others he calls "closet cases,"
those who are not yet ready to admit
their homosexuality to society.
In identifying open gays, he talks
of a "sixth sense" they share. "It's
more or less a feeling," he says.
"Picking up on certain mannerisms,
expressions and patterns of speech!
Some styles of clothing give it away;
what used to be a big part of gay
fashion were bandanas, either tied
around the neck or thigh, or draped
in the right or left pocket. Now,
nobody cares. Most guys see that it's
all right to dress in way-out clothes
that used to be labeled as gay
fashion.
"Haircuts used to be really short
cut over the ears and long in the
back. Now, virtually every male on
this campus has his hair cut that
way.
"I can't really explain it. You iust
kind of know," he says.
Despite stereotypes, heterosexuals
cannot always determine who is 6r
isn't gay. This is fortunate, Brian admits, since there are situations in
which confirmation of a gay lifestyle
would prove disastrous. In his case
the inconvenience and turmoil of
hiding homosexuality from his fami-

ly is a prominent concern.
"I know my mother would have a
coronary. I think she knows I've had
some gay encounters, but there's
always a difference between suspecting and really knowing," he says.
For his future, Brian wants
a family. "I absolutely adore
children and sometime down the line
would like to marry a girl, settle
down and have children. I consider
myself a bisexual whether people say
they exist or not." But Brian says he
now prefers men.
If a suitable woman does not come
along, he has considered the adoption of a child as a single parent. "I
feel that I can be as good a father as
any straight male, and in ways, an
even better father. Not only can I
give it the strength and will to go on,
I can give it tenderness and love that
some fathers find it difficult to show
their children, especially if it's a
male child."
Meanwhile, Brian has life at JMU
to deal with — a task he says gay
students often find difficult.
"It disgusts me when supposedly
grown up people act like they do,"
he says. "You have no idea what it's
like to go around and have people
talk behind your back, to cut you
down just because you want to live
your life the way you want to,
because you don't fit a certain mold
that they think you should live.
"More and more gay pe°P,e are
coming out of the closet and it's
something this world has got to live
with. That's what college is supposed to be all about — growing and
'earning. Get to know the person.
not the sexual preference. It doesn't
matter."
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Senators study drinking age

Proposal faces 'uphill battle'
By Donna Sawyers
SQA reporter

A bill to raise the beer drinking
age to 21 faces an "uphill battle" in
a senate committee, according
Delegate
Frank
Hargrove
(R-Hanover), the bill's patron.
Hargrove's bill calls for raising the
beer drinking age to 21. However, it
includes a grandfather clause stating
people now 19 and 20 years old
would not be affected.
The House of Representatives approved the bill.
The Senate Rehabilitation and
Social Services Committee now is
studying the bill.
That committee recently opposed
a bill 10-4 that would raise the drinking age to 21 for take-out beer. At
19, people could still drink in a
tavern.
Hargrove said his proposal has a
better chance of passing because it
would make the drinking age
uniform in Virginia.
The drinking age now is 21 for
wine and hard liquor and 19 for
beer.
If passed in committee, Hargrove
said he is positive the Senate will approve the bill. He estimates 20 of the
40 senators would favor the proposal.
A public hearing will be held Friday on the bill.

The SGA Legislative Action Committee is lobbying against the bill.
Chairwoman Beth Kesler said, "It's
not fair to penalize one group for
something that everybody does."
Hargrove said, "It's not a matter
of being fair. It involves the sensible
use of alcohol." People 18 to 21
years old are not responsible
drinkers, he said.

But he admits there are exceptions. "We all mature — some at
different rates. Some 50-year-olds
are not past the age of 18, but some
18-year-olds are able to handle their
problems as well as anybody."
Alan MacNutt, director of campus security, said if the proposal is
passed, officers and cadets are "still

going to be as rigorous on enforcing
the drunken driving and drunk in
public laws.
"The only difference would be we
could charge them with under-age
drinking."
"I'm not opposed to drinking.
Responsible drinking — when people don't drive drunk — is fine."

Students would still drink
Parties might be smaller, but students would continue
to drink — even if the beer-drinking age is raised to 21,
said several students.
John McClanahan, 20, said, "Right now the problem
is a political hot potato. If a senator comes out against
it, it looks like he's supporting teenage drinking."
If the bill is proposed, students probably would not
have as many large parties. Underaged students would
continue to drink, he said.
Rod Rohrer, 21, "People will not be having as many
get-togethers. You don't have parties with milk and
cookies. Drinking brings them together.
Danielle Hart, 20, said legislators should set a
uniform, national drinking age. "I think it's a good idea
to have a universal drinking age across the United
States, but it's ridiculous the way they keep jumping
around every year. They may as well nationalize it."
-The drinking age for beer was lowered from 21 to 18
in 1974. It was raised to 19 nine months ago.
The drinking age for wine and hard liquor is 21.
Maureen Tabasko, 19, said it would not effect her
"because I don't drink that much ... I would be kind

of upset that if I -did want a glass of beer, I couldn't
have one for two years.
"It won't affect JMU social life at all because there
will always be someone to go and get it (for those who
are underage). People have fake ID's saying they're 21
now anyway."
Diane Lynch, 19, said, "If we're old enough to vote
and be drafted, (we're) old enough to drink."
Karin McKie, 19, "They're focusing on the wrong
issue. We need to toughen drunk driving laws — not
just slap them (offenders) on the wrist."
Pam Cummings, 18, said, "I'm involved with AST
(sorority Alpha Sigma Tau) and I won't be able to go to
their parties."
Debbie Davenport, 19, said, "It would hurt social life
on campus, but those under the age limit could still get
it."
Jamie Carter, 19, said, "I'm against it . . . because
the more they (legislators) raise it, the more fun it will be
to try to get around it."
Regina Wallace, 19, said, "If one life can be saved by
raising the drinking age then it's worth it."
— Donna Sawyers

SpHng Cleaning — A buildings and grounds worker picks up trash from Hillside dorms . (Photo by Yo Nagaya)
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ECAC Student Tickets
$5.00
ON SALE BEGINNING MONDAY FEB 20 AT
THE UPB TICKET WINDOW IN THE WCC.

How would you
like to be
on the cover of
SEVENTEEN?

• Limited Supply
• Reg. Price $12.00
Sponsored By: The Office of Student Activities and The University
Program Board

Every
Weekend
is Parents'
Weekend

To enter you must fill out an application and provide four photographs
taken within the last six months. The
four photographs should include 2 fullface shots and 2 full-length shots. Applicants must be between 13 and 21.

f

Fri-Sat-Sun

Sheraton offers lu vur>
ir> rooms, sauna, and an
indoor pool. You'll find simple lo elegant
dining in our Olympic Room and nightly
entertainment in our popular Scruples. Ask
about our Special Sunday Night Rates.

(§)
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Harrisonburg

$15 off

any regular
room rate
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Must be presented upon check in

SEVENTEEN is looking for new faces
and they have asked Leggett to help.
From now through March 31, 1984 applications are being taken for the
SEVENTEEN Cover Model Contest.
Get your application in the junior
department at Leggett of Valley Mall.

To help you become SEVENTEEN'S
Cover Model, Leggett is providing free
make-overs and beauty and wardrobe
seminars for entrants. For more information, come to our cosmetic department.
Gitchell's Studio and Camera Shop will
also be set up in our store on Tuesday
and Thursday nights to take your pictures. Sessions are by appointment only, so come in soon and sign up. Fee is
$15 for 2 full-face shots and $15 for 2
full-length shots.

Sheraton
Harrisonburg Inn
1406 last Market *.!. - Phone (703) 4.VV252I
•
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newsfile
Student housing
planned in city

Classes might
pick officers,
council soon
Five officers and a 10-member
council might be chosen to represent
each class and to help plan activities.
The governing structure and goals
of class officers were discussed
Thursday at a Class Action Committee meeting.
The SGA must approve the proposal.
This year, each class's officers —
president, vice president, secretary,
treasurer and coordinator — would
be chosen by the Class Action Committee.
Starting next year, elections would
be held in February for the upcoming year.
Officers would be chosen for the
rising sophomore, junior and senior
classes.
"Incoming freshmen do not know
who leading members of the class
will be. The class coordinator of the
sophomore class will probably arrange freshman activities," said Bob
Houston.
\ I
The class officers will select council members who will seek student input.
SGA senators could not be officers. Five could be on the council.
Applications and brochures would
be sent to each student to explain the
class officer system.
The officers and council would
have three functions, said Laura
Niswander. They would sponsor
social events, such as dances, and
inter-class sports; organize community service projects and raise
money for a class gift to be presented
to the university.
"There's a definite need for
students in each class to have a
cohesive group to identify with while
at JMU and afterwards," she said.
— Donna Sawyers

William Merck, vice president for
business affairs

JMU bookstore
expansion delayed
The JMU bookstore needs additional space but it will not be expanded any time soon.
The university will not request
state funds for the expansion of the
bookstore.
"This is not the year to ask for a
loan for a new bookstore," said
William Merck, vice president for
business affairs.
"The building of the Convocation
Center and the new dorms has
already created an expense to the
students. A new bookstore would
add more fee increases onto the present ones.
"We are not neglecting the fact
that more space is needed in the
bookstore. But what we have made
is a conscientious choice by considering other options instead of bringing
about more debt to JMU," he said.
The layout of the bookstore is being changed to use space more efficiently, he said.
Bookstore manager Joseph Handler said the present facility does not
adequately serve the bookstore, a
"full line department store."
"Students and faculty must simply look at the Virginia economy then
learn to be patient," he said.
— Tracy Wimmer
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About 200 apartments, mainly for
students, might be built near
Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge.
The possibility was discussed at
Thursday's Planning and Development Commission meeting.
Robert Sullivan, who works for
the Harrisonburg Zoning Commission and is a political science assistant professor here, said the city is
studying the idea of building apartments off Port Republic Road, east
of Howard Johnson's. They would
be near Squire Hill and Deer Run
apartments.
Developers are checking zoning
laws and surveying the land, he said.
Dr. Harold McGee, vice president
for administrative affairs, said little
additional student housing in the
community is needed because JMU's
enrollment is stabilizing.
Other action at the meeting:
► The committee unanimously
voted to move the bust of James
Madison in the Madison Memorial
Library outside to make it more visible. The bust now is located at the
front stairwell of the library.
The University Council must approve the idea before the move is
made.
► The location for an arboretum
here still is being studied. Boundaries, an entranceway and fencing
to restrict traffic are being discussed.
An arboretum is an outdoor area
where plants are grown for scientific
study.
Campus and community groups
will be able to use the garden.
Dr. Norlyn Bodkin, a biology professor, proposed the idea at the commission's Nov. 30 meeting.
— Linda Wankow

Faculty exchange
program wanted
JMU might participate in a faculty
exchange program with other universities in the United States.
The Faculty Senate voted Feb. 9 to
participate in the program.

Valley Books

20% Off
Storewide

With Tfiis Coupon

Bay Your Art Supplies ft Co*empor«r> Cart,ti.. Mmk Here

(Northwest corner of Court Square)

Just in time for

Spring Break
Register for a fret
$50 bill
No purchase required
Entry rules at shop
Drawing Feb. 25

We have Diamond Rings
from $35

Dr. William Nelson, vice president
for academic affairs, said more
faculty input is needed before a final
decision is made.
"The university is willing to support the program if it's a trade where
we can cover classes," he said.
JMU would continue to pay the
participant's salary.
Dr. Norman Garrison, Faculty
Concerns Committee chairman, said
the program would benefit teachers.
They would be exposed to new ideas,
given opportunities to teach new
courses and interact with different
environments.
The names of interested faculty
members would be sent to the National Faculty Exchange, which
would match professors and universities, he said.
It is up to the institutions and the
individuals to decide on working arrangements, he said.
The exchange program is open to
regionally accredited schools willing
to provide the necessary administrative and financial support.
A university pays about $200 to
have its name listed in a booklet
which is distributed to participating
universities.
The booklet, published annually,
lists about 37 colleges.
— Hala Irabi

Dr. William Nelson, interim vice
president for academic affairs

Recreation areas
might be built
Recreation areas across Port
Republic Road might be built as part
of a Greek Row expansion project.
The recreation areas would be used as playing fields, mostly for Lake
Complex residents. They would cost
about $200,000.
The Virginia General Assembly
must approve the plan. "Normally,
projects like this are approved," said
Fred Hilton, university spokesman.
"They are not as hard as tax-funded,
or revenue bond projects."
Like all university housing, the
money would come from student
fees.
The Greek Row expansion project
would total about $2.1 million.
Under the plan, four units would be
added to Greek Row. Each would
house 112 student*. ., - ,., \'\
— Vicky Balenger
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To Florida?
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transportation to
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Only $85
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NOW YOU CAN MAKE YOUR
SPORTS COUPE PERFORM.
It your car was built to really
perform, consider the Radial T/A*
60H. From BFGoodrich. When
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House seeks
funds to keep
500 positions

A House of Representatives committee voted to earmark $9.5 million
to save about 500 state positions
scheduled to be eliminated.
The Appropriations Committee
last vyeek decided to restore half of
the 1,000 positions that Go v.
Charles Robb wanted to cut out.
Under Robb's 1984-86 proposed
budget, JMU would lose about 25
positions. Those positions include
faculty, librarians, counselors and
classified positions such as
secretaries and clerks. These 997
educational and general service posi-

tions are are paid for by state tax
revenue.
Dr. Harold McGee, vice president
for administrative affairs, said he
didn't know how the committee's action would affect positions here.
"We won't have an answer until
mid-March when the General
Assembly adjourns," he said.
"Things move very slow."
The General Assembly must approve Robb's budget for it to lake
effect. The budget becomes effective
July I.
The positions were scheduled to be
cut throughout the state because,.
Robb wants to say^ money by

decreasing the number of state
employees during the next two years.
No one here will be laid off or
fired, McGee said. Instead, as positions become vacant due to
retirements or resignations, they will
not be filled. "We are talking about
positions, not people," he said.
The entire JMU work force is
1,280 people, but only educational
and general service positions will be
affected.
The remaining 293 positions include bookstore, Warren Campus
Center and food service employees.
Those positions are paid for by tuition and student fees..,

Renfro was arrested by Harrisonburg police Jan. 20 on Gay Street.

Feb. 10 of public drunkenness.
Buck was fined $10. Buck was arrested by city police Dec. 1 on Water
Street.

courtfile
TN.

Student guilty
of drunken
driving

By Kim Qlbeon
court reporter

The following cases recently were
decided in Rockingham County
District Court:
»»• Student James Renfro, 18, of
Springfield pleaded guilty Tuesday
to drunken driving.
Renfro was fined $150 and his
license was suspended for six months. His license then was reinstated
because he enrolled in the Alcohol
Safety Action Program.

»> Student Leslie Armistead, 20,
of York town, Va., pleaded guilty
Tuesday to drunken driving.
Armistead was fined $150 and her
license was suspended for six months. Her license then was reinstated
because she enrolled in ASAP.
Armistead was arrested by city
police Jan. 29 on Franklin Street► Student Denise Buck, 19, of
Chantilly, Va., was found guilty

► Non-student Charlie Floyd, 23,
of Earlysville, Va., pleaded guilty
Tuesday to drunken driving.
Floyd was fined $150 and his
license was suspended for six months. His license then was reinstated
because he enrolled irtr ASAP.
Floyd was arrested by campus
police Jan. 1 near the Port Republic
Road entrance to JMU.

Donut Man
OPEN 24 HOURS
Rt. 33 East Ac oss from Valley Mall
434-6404

$1.00 Off
STUDENT
APPRECIATION
SPECIAL
From now until February 29,1984 Get $1.00 Off our regular
price for a dozen delicious assorted Donuts. This special is
for ALL COLLEGE STUDENTS and FACULTY MEMBERS.
YOU MUST SHOW YOUR COLLEGE I.D. card to get the $1.00
off. It's Donut Man's way of saying thank you for supporting
us the past five years. We appreciate your business.
No Coupon Necessary
Limit 2 Dozen

College I.D Required
Not good with any other tpoclals

HI
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Hot rockabilly band stays
cool when out of spotlight
By Charles Taylor
features editor

T

he magical deception of good
photography triumphs again.'Tall and
powerful they appear on the cover of both
American LPs.
In person, however, the three1 men who compose
the Stray Cats are short and^ thin. Close-up, the
make-up really shows. And ttm garb that looks so
clever onstage seems more,"deliberate, even a
strained effort to deliver the* expected image of
modern rock'n'roll stars.
But the Stray Cats also provoke a smile as they
sit comfortably in uncomfortable chairs, confronted with a microphone intended to send their
offstage messages through the media and into the
hands of potential fans and consumers.
Thursday night before their JMU performance,
lead singer Brian Setzer, stand-up bassist Lee
Rocker and drummer Slim Jim Phantom are again
playing the interview game. They've heard the
questions time after time.
Tonight, the band is being interviewed for
"JMU Today," a television program produced by
the JMU Student Video Co-op. As the crew checks
lighting. Rocker looks nervous, tugging at a pink
nylon sock with black music notes printed on it.
His other sock is turquoise with the notes on it.
Setzer and Phantom seem at ease.
Interveiwer Al Winter's first question concerns
the band's interest in the rockabilly style of
rock 'n' roll. Setzer speaks first.
"Well, we never really liked spandex pants, you
know. They kind of creep up on you." Phantom
and Rocker giggle. "So being that we like baggy
pants, we thought, well, rockabilly bands usually
wear them."
Se(zer smiles — the manner is good natured —
then starts over. "I got into it when I was really
young. I discovered that The Beatles didn't write
"Honey Don't." It was by Carl Perkins. I
discovered that the Rolling Stones didn't write
"You Can't Catch Me." It was by Chuck Berry.
"And that's how we got into the original
rock 'n' roll sound. Lee played the stand-up bass
and Jim joined me (on drums), and at the time we
were called the Tom Cats. We were doing little corner bars throughout Long Island, New York City
and we could get down to D.C. once in a while,
just around that area."
Meanwhile, the Long Island, N.Y. based group
tried to convince record companies that their
sound was worthy of vinyl reproduction. According to Phantom, "We were so far out in left field
when we started, we couldn't get a record contract
because they didn't know whaLit (Stray Cats'
sound) was."
So the band packed its bag of tunes, most writ-

Stand-up bassist Lee Rocker

Drummer Slim Jim Phantom
ten by Setzer, and headed for the land of musical
opportunity, England. There, they met guitarist
Dave Edmunds, who would soon become the
group's record producer on the EMI America
label.
"We hooked up with Dave ... about the third
month we were there," Setzer says. "We were doing little pub gigs and places like that. He was just
backstage one night and we didn't know what he
looked like, but we knew about his music and all
and he just said, 'I'd really like to work with you'
because he knows about original rock V roll and
rockabilly, so we've stuck with him ever since."
And with good reason. Since I982*s "Rock This
Town," their first American hit, the Stray Cats
have had "Stray Cat Strut," "(She's) Sexy. A 17,"
"I Won't Stand in Your Way" and their current
hit, "Look at That Cadillac," now at 68 on
Billboard's Hot 100.
Along with the radio hits, there have been some
spunky videos, a part of the industry Phantom
claims is essential these days. "You can't have a hit
single without having a video to go along with it,"
he says. "It's just gotten to the point where that's
equally as important as the song. We like making

them. Our last one we really had fun with: 'Look
at That Cadillac* "
Phantom continues for a bit as Rocker drags on
a cigarette and Setzer scans his outfit, a loosefitting gray suit.
Winter obeys a signal to round things up and
asks a last question about the band's future. Will
the magic of rockabilly success continue?
1 figure I'll give it another two gigs," says

r, a d
We ve about had il
™f?.
I think
' companions. - Dor.'1
you? . u
He ?looks
toward his

Rocker continues. "Well I think we'll probably
*,,'"
?,
' SOme heavy disco' fun*. synthesizer
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with the band.

makc Up thc hairdos or fan
ornam
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«
«"a»>on, the trio might pass
to average JMU students. The idea is fun urtoy
with for a moment.
S tf C S
%ly CatS' however. there's
atfl H !
hJS. A V "se from the chairs.

hands and walk toward the exit.

a concert to
shake some
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thr~ ™ make
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F r l e next hour
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u
and 15 minutes, the
show belongs to them.

"JMU Today" will air Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. on
channel 8.
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A Closer
Look:
Michael & Boy
Pop tops battle to be best
By Charles Taylor
features editor

Lead singer and guitarist Brian Setzer

(Photos By Yo Nagaya)

Concert review

Audience 'Rants and Raves'

By Charles Taylor
features editor

From the moment rockabilly band Stray Cats
pounced onto JMU's Godwin Hall stage Thursday night, it was clear there was to be no
pussyfooting on the part of these guys.
They came with purpose — to prove the fun
they've produced on vinyl is twice the pleasure
in person. Within their 75-minute performance,

albums were playing in the background. Add to
that the raw energy of live exhibition and a
rowdy crowd, and Stray Cats gave Harrisonburg an evening of worthwhile, clean fun.
And how appropriate. Within the audience of
about 2,100, many looked too young to be exposed to anything but clean fun. Youngsters 6
and 7 years old craned to get a peak over the
shoulders of mobs of 16-year-oldish fans. Many
of the adolescents and children brought along

J.R. — Radford
Lee VanOrden — Harrlsonburg
i Halsey — Staunton
parents (by whose choice is beside the point), an
not only did the three-member group successfulunusual sight in the midst of live rock music.
ly share their raucous roots-of-rock brand of
Then there were the JMU students, dominating
music, but they testified that the studio sound
in height if not demographics.
of the 1980s isn't always an ornate game of synIf nothing else though, the ages were unified
thetic production.
by the rhythms erupting from the stage front.
With guitar, stand-up bass, drum and cymbal
Logically, the best crowd reaction came from
— and an occasional supplemental sax — the
performances of Stray Cats' biggest hits. "Rock
Long Island, N.Y. trio reproduced a sound so
finely crafted, it was almost as if their two hit
See CONCERT page 10 +■

•

I realize you're disappointed. You're not used to
mention of Boy George and Michael Jackson
without a full-color cover photo and exciting
headline beneath to expose the scoop.
And I'll bet you're worried I'm going to try and
tell you neither Michael nor Boy has a lick of talent
or a face that's worth pasting next to any logo on
the newsstand.
I wouldn't dare. Let's face it — this country has
been aching for a new obsession, harmless on the
surface, yet revolutionary to the core. Now we're
drooling for word after revealing word on the two
hottest male vocalists to pop this way since those
four guys walloped the U.S. in the 60s.
And rightly so. Michael and Boy have kept the
music charts blazing nonstop for more than a year.
Critics claim they've given rebirth to the top-40
format while rock stations are one by one losing
momentum in lieu of a hot hits danceable sound —
the kind these boys are helping revitalize.
This week, Culture Club's fifth consecutive top
10 single, "Karma Chameleon," is controlling
number one on Billboard. Michael is only steps
behind with "Thriller" (the single this time). It's
his seventh top 10 single from that incredible LP.
Their albums are also fighting honors for
number one. Michael's already been at the summit
for 28 weeks. The Club's time will come. We're
talking about a hot pair of performers.
Still, something funny's going on. here.
Michael's speaking voice is wimpy and fragile, his
face and hair painfully manicured to perfection.
Boy conceals an honestly offensive masculine appearance with a makeover too extreme for even the
Merle Norman ads. Adding braids, borderline
feminine clothes and a girlish manner, the Boy in
George is most definitely figurative.
Their androgyny, like their music, is a hit. The
public seems to love it. That's precisely why in a
column three weeks ago, I asked you to tell what
you'd want to discuss during an afternoon with
either Boy George or Michael Jackson. The 10
responses 1 received presented some clever ideas.
To those who wrote, my thanks. To everyone else,
their insight:
Overall, response tones were playful, some quite
elaborate. Melissa Reed went so far as to outline
her imaginary afternoon with Boy George.
"He confides to me," she wrote, "that anyday
now, his agent will have a contract from the
Bristol-Myers people in regards to his doing a
Secret commercial.
" 'I'm the perfect choice,' he grins. 'Strong
enough for a man, yet made for a woman.' "
One guy commented on Boy's "very high cheek
bones and narrow and kind of long nose. I think he
looks like Meryl Streep. Get a picture of her in
Sophie's Choice and compare.
"If no one else says that," added Steve Goldstein to his response, "don't put it."
No one else did. But I couldn't let such careful
analysis go unnoticed.
Mark Miller also took Boy over Michael, adding
a tinge of vengeance to his comments. "George is a
complex person who writes and sings a unique type
of music. Michael, on the other hand, could burp
See POP page 10 *•
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Pop
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This Town," within the first of two
encores, and "(She's) Sexy A 17"
lured much of the audience with
seats in the front section into the
aisles to dance.
The band's last number,
"Jailhouse Rock," which appears
on neither of the Cats two American
LPs, also was among the best. The
song spotlighted the talents of standup bassist Lee Rocker and drummer
Slim Jim Phantom. A saxophone
solo by Mel Collins also helped set
the tune into melodic flames.
Lead singer Brian Setzer was most
arresting with the two ballads'the
band performed: "I Won't Stand in
Your Way," one of their hits and
"Lonely Summer Nights," which
deserves to be. With Setzer's
smooth, rich voice, it was a disappointment they didn't perform more
songs of slow-paced substance.
Lighting and special effects were
minimal. Except for a Confederate
flag that appeared as a backdrop for
the second encore, the spirit was expected to be maintained solely by the
music. And it was.
The concert warm-up band was
the five-man Fourteen Karat Soul,
who sang the "doo-wop" backing
vocals on the Stray Cats' single, "I
Won't Stand in Your Way."
Using only voice and the spirit
within, the group's 30-minute set
was highlighted by a version of

*• (Continued from page 9)

into a microphone and make the top
10."
Sarah Motes echoed the tone.
"Sure, Michael Jackson makes great
videos, but I don't get MTV," she
wrote. "They're alike — both of
them are banking on androgyny. But
Boy George takes it a little farther.
Come on. A guy that looks that
good in make-up has to have
something interesting to say. Give
me Boy George."
"Boogie Woogic Bugle Boy" fit to
make the Andrews Sisters tap and
snap a few beats in their graves. For
the audience, it was hardly a restless
half hour.
After a little more than a year now
as a big-deal band, perhaps Stray
Cats is already riding its crest.
Though the second album, "Rant
and Rave with the Stray Cats" is a
hit, the last two singles haven't burst
onto the charts with the power of
their forerunners.
The band is, after all, labeled with
a sound that will probably wear out
in time even with the best of intentions. They need some variety.
For now, however, Stray Cats are
hot. Their ability to rejuvenate an
old brand of rock is half the fun.
Forgetting one's troubles and stomping to the beat is the wholesome remainder.

Others were a bit less decided.
"It's a hard choice to choose between Mike and George," claimed
Dianne Wiegand, "because we don't
know if either of the two prefers
women or men. I'd ask both of them
that question."
Lynn Nichols and Pam Cline were
more general. To Boy, they
wondered, "Did you have zits when
you were a kid? Can we run our
fingers through your hair?" and
"What's your favorite shade of
lipstick?"
Maria Forry had 11 questions for
George, including, "Does he really
have long hair or is it a wig? Why do
all Culture Club lyrics sound like
they're about him?" Toward the
end, things sounded strained:
"Which shoe does he tie first? If he

RESUMES that get results!

had a choice, what animal would he
be?"
That's seven in favor of Boy,
which leaves only a statistical 30 percent to prefer Michael. And check
out their reasoning.
Said Valerie Volk, "I'd rather
spend an afternoon with Michael
because I couldn't handle talking to
a guy who's prettier than I am,"
meaning Boy.
Luke Adams noted that Michael
"is an incredible dancer and has a
silly sense-of humor." But he also
wanted to know "why he got his
nose fixed, why he wears that dumb
rhinestoned glove on his left hand,
and why he doesn't come out of the
closet."
Alas, is there no true dedication to
boy wonder Michael? Perhaps
response 10?
"If I could spend an afternoon
with Michael Jackson," began
Maria Huber, "I wouldn't have to
talk. I could spend hours just looking at him. I'd probably take hundreds of pictures and talk about
everything — and then when
everything went well, I'd ask him to
marry me."
Maria even placed a red heart
sticker at the end. I don't know if
she's serious or not. Despite the odds
against Michael, I don't think I want
to.

THEN&NOlv

OUR PROFESSIONAL RESUMES DO GET RESULTS!
WE HAVE:
• FREE brochure with tips on how to write resumes.
•TypesettinB only $10.00 per page for one-week service.
(Additional charge for faster service.)
-kPrinted quality copies of your resume in any quantity on high
quality paper. Prices vary with quantity.
• Extra sheets and envelopes to match.
ALSO STOP BY FOR:
• ANNOUNCEMENTS! We have a wide variety of graduation and
wedding announcements, stationery, and accessories. Drop by to
browse through our catalogs.

COPIES 5<

fifa-M*
PRINTING

WE HAVE SELF-SERVICE COPIERS FOR YOUR
OTHEK COPY NEEDS — 5« per copy with LD.
KWIK-KOPY PRINTING
35 Kenmore Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(Street behind Cloverleaf McDonald's in King Photo Building)

433-2828

TL I A

M A R KI T

East side of Rt. 42 between Dayton &
HARRISONBURQ, VA
5 mln. from Harrisonburg

ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES
FURNITURE & SPORTING GOODS
14KT. GOLD & STERLING SILVER JEWELRY
Something For Everyone

Open Every Thurs.-Sun. Year Round
234-3996

879-99S5

434-9466

James Madison University Fine Arts Series Presents .

THE BEST OF
8:00 p.m.

Tuesday, Feb. 21

Wilson Hall

Selections from 'Pirates of Penzance,' 'H. M. S. Pinafore, * and 'The Mikado' will be performed'by the Stars ofD'Oi r
Tickets for JMU faculty, staff and students are free and are available from the infonnaGeneral admission tickets are $4 each d
tied desk.'WarreirCampusCemefandthe'ofncetrf thrdean. School »f PiA* AAjartd^'- < » - diaries' Mathias.ybwhtt^n- and CmtJLnYiW?1— ''°m the office of the dean;
: lC«fam^c>rlonrltboroa.lAhthoT,y-SeC,erH^.
. n -. f. ,lr >3 ■ , ^ thydeffiS« 4^%*^"^ Foriofo^.^^:
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Dukes dunk Patriots 80-75
By Scott Tolley
assistant sports editor

None of the 6,700 fans that came to the Convocation Center Saturday night expected to see
JMU score 80 points or see a school-record seven
slam dunks.
No matter what was expected, JMU fans were
treated to an exciting 80-75 overtime victory over.
George Mason University.
The conference win couldn't have come at a better time. The Dukes topped the .500 mark at 12-11
and are now 3-4 in the EC AC South.
"I'm delighted for our kids," JMU coach Lou
Campanelli said. "We needed that desperately to
give us some confidence, get some momentum going into this final stretch. I'm just tickled for
them."
JMU took a half-time lead of 38-32, and
although the Dukes led during the entire second
half, the Patriots weft able to come back and send
the game into overtime.
In the overtime period the Dukes trailed 73-72
with 1:51 to play when a personal foul by GMU's
Ricky Wilson sent freshman George Kingland to
the foul line.
Kingland connected on both ends of a one and
one to put JMU in front 74-73.
The Patriots turned the ball over on their next
possession and on the ensuing fast break Derek.
Steele was fouled by John Niehoff. Steele sank
both free throws to extend JMU's lead to 76-73
with 1:04 left in the contest.
The Patriots had a chance to cut the lead to one,
but Carlos Yates missed two free throws.

George Mason was then unable to capitalize
when Eric Brent and George Kingland both missed
the front ends of one-and-one oppurtunities in the
last minute.
The Patriots came up empty on their next
possession and Brent slammed off the fast break to
make the score 78-73 with 25 seconds left to secure
the JMU win which avenged an earlier 62-58 loss at
Mason.
In contrast to its usual slow-down pace, JMU
used an impressive fast-break offense to produce
seven dunks (three by Kingland, two by Jackson,
one by Brent and one by Eric Esch). The Dukes put
a season-high 80 points on the board, 21 more than
their season average.
"We just exploded offensively," said Campanelli. "I was pleased the way we attacked their
pressure. We were not going to be content to walk
the ball up the court against George Mason."
The Dukes "explosive" offense was lead by
Derek Steele's 23 points and 14 assists — both
career-highs.
George Mason coach Joe Harrington said, "1
thought Derek Steele was the difference in the
game. That's twice he's done that to us . He's a
very, very excellent guard — great athlete."
Junior forward Darrell Jackson came off the
bench to pour in a career-high 21 points on a ninefor-nine shooting performance.
"I think when I come off the bench I'm a little
more relaxed, because it's not as much pressure as
when you're starting," Jackson said. "I want to
score more. It's great playing defense, but I like an
all-around game — offense and defense."

I

Eric Esch slams in two of 11 points in Saturday's win. (Photo by Ming Leong)

Insanity is prevailing force
as Steele, Jackson lead way
By Steve Lockard
sports editor

It certainly wasn't your average basketball
game.
If you didn't happen to be one of the 6,700
maniacs who witnessed the JMU-George Mason
game Saturday night, you missed more than a
basketball game. You missed a spectacle.
Right from the start, insanity took over the Convocation Center. Coaxed on by a strong contingent
of Geroge Mason followers, the "Electric Zoo"
went beyond its normal level of craziness.
There were fans doing backflips during
timeouts, football players dancing at halftime.

Analysis

Freshman aMrgel Kingland had three of
JMU's seven dunks against Mason. (Photo by
Ming Leong)

Lou Campanelli leading cheers on the sidelines,
seven slam dunks, three technical fouls, an altercation between coaches and an overtime.
Oh, by the way, JMU won 80-75.
"That was a great college basketball game,"
Campanelli said between sips of bis post-game
beer. "There was everything you want in a basketball game. Every fan got their money's worth."
The fans also got a taste of something not all
that common to JMU basketball — fast breaks.
Led by Derek Steele, the Dukes made a point of
pushing the ball up the floor and the results were a
,se^spnjhjigh,^pojnts,.58 percent,, siipoting and a
' lot, of the excitement.
Nothing was more exciting than watching Steele
play. Blending his superior quickness with four

years of experience, the 5-foot-8 guard simply
dominated the game.
With a career-high 23 points and 14 assists Steele
accounted for 51 of JMU's 80 points.
"I thought Derek Steele was the difference in the
game," Mason coach Joe Harrington said.
Right behind Steele on the JMU list of heroes
was Darrell Jackson, who like Steele came off the
bench for a career-high scoring performance.
Jackson is often noted for his defense, but his 21
points showed he's far from being a onedimensional player.
"It's great playing defense but I like an allaround game," said Jackson, whose "all-around"
game included a nine-for-nine shooting performance and six rebounds.
Two of Jackson's shots came in the form of
slam dunks — the in-your-face variety. Leading
JMU's bid for iniation into the Phi Slamma Jamma fraternity was freshman George Kingland, who
was first on the Dukes' dunk parade.
Kingland, who dresses as well as he plays, converted three of Steele's assists into crowd-pleasing
slams. Also getting into the dunking act were
freshman guard Boo Boo Brent, who had a teamhigh eight rebounds, and center Eric Esch, who
finished with 11 points.
"That was a JMU record for dunks," Campanelli said, "and technicals."
jOh, yeah, the technicals. The Dukes did get a little caught up in the emotion of the game as Campanelli, Greg Mosten and Keith Bradley each got
slapped with a "T." Nobody's-perfect.
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Wins bring Dukes alive
as season winds down
By Paul Bergeron
staff writer

r

What makes conference tournaments so exciting is the fact that
any team can win.
Once the tournament begins, the
rest of the season is forgotten. The
winning team is usually the one
which comes in playing at their peak.
A week and a half before playing
in their first ECAC South tournament, the JMU women's basketball
is beginning to roll.
The Dukes snapped a five-game
losing streak this week with a 63-58
win at Virginia Commonwealth
University Wednesday and Saturday
the Dukes upset Charleston University — ranked 11th in the NA1A.
With three games remaining, including a 7:30 p.m. home game with
Virginia Tech Tuesday, JMU is
11-12 overall and 1-4 in the ECAC
South.
Coach Shelia Moorman was happy with this week's turn of events.
"That was our first flash of solid execution on offense in a while. It
couldn't come at a better time," she
said.
That execution keyed the Dukes'

60-57 victory over Charleston (18-7).
"When you play that well on offense, it boosts the defense," Moorman said.
And defense was a big part of the
game with the Golden Eagles. JMU,
ranked seventh in the nation in scoring defense, held the high-scoring
Eagles 30 points below their season
average.
JMU's defense got just what they
expected from the Charleston offense. "Charleston has always used
a fast-paced, running offense with a
press," Moorman said. "We knew
what was coming and were ready for
it."
JMU, which led the entire second
half, had three players reach double
figures. Guard Sue Manelski netted
16 points, while forward Michele
James and center Julie Franken added 10 each.
James, a 6-foot junior, grabbed
nine rebounds, increasing her career
total to 618 and moving her into
fourth place on the all-time list.
Tommorow's game with Virginia
Tech looks to be a similar match-up.
Moorman expects a similar running
and pressing attack from her opponent.

Julie Franken's 10 points helped JMU upset Charleston University
Saturday. (Photo by Ming Leong)

sportsfile
Swimmers
qualify
for ECAC's
Despite finishing no better than
sixth out of eleven teams at the
Seahawk Invitational this weekend,
two JMU swimmers qualified for the
ECAC Championships to be held in
March.
Furman University won the competition with 497 points; JMU had
250.
JMU's Bill Casazza qualified for
the ECAC Championship in the 100and 200-meter butterfly, and in the
500-meter freestyle. Scott Martinson
qualified in the 400-meter intermediate medley and the 500-meter
freestyle.
Casazza and Martinson join Mike
Dreisch, Chris Keoughan, Matt
McShane, and Erik Smitherman on
the list of JMU swimmers who have
qualified for the upcoming championships.

Fencin
mg
JMU defeated Johns
John Hopkins
University and Goucher College, but
lost to Stevens Institute over the
weekend.
JMU finished the match with
Johns Hopkins tied 8-8 but won on
fewest touches 56-67. The Dukes
topped Goucher 15-1, and Stevens
won 11-5.
>
Barb Murphy led the Dukes with a

9-3 record. Jackie Roller was 8-4.
Debbie Lung was 7-5, and Diane
Milnes finshed 4-8.
Thursday the Dukes beat Lynchburg 15-1. JMU is now 7-4

Men's Track
JMU finished fourth of five
teams in the Virginia Intercollegiate
League Track Meet at Virginia
Military Institute this weekend.
VMI won the team champioship
with 182, followed by William and
Mary (161), Virginia Tech (115),
JMU (49), and University of Richmond (21).
JMU's John Bowser (55-meter
high hurdles), Lenny Russell
(400-meter
run),
Earl
Walker(55-meter dash), and Greg
Dyer (shot put) had second place
finishes.

Woman's Track
JMU finished third m tHe
Virginia Intercollegiate Track Meet
Saturday.
Virginia Tech won the meet with a
61.5. William and Mary finished second 60.5. JMU had a 56, and the
University of Richmond finished
with 11.
Trish Mebane tied a JMU record
in the 55-meter dash winning in 7.1
seconds.
)
Denise Klugh won the shot put
(38-feet 4.5 inches); Lesa Diggs won
the long jump (18-6 feet); Ellen
Holmes (1:19 minutes).
JMU 200-meter relay team of
Holmes, Diggs, Mebane, and Rhonda Mason won in 1:45.6.

Men's Gymnmlci
Jacksonville Stale 245.30
JMU 221.20
Radlord 160

Women's Swimming
JMU finished fourth out of
seven teams in the Seahawk Invitational in Wilmington, N.C.
Furman University won the meet
with 601. JMU had 423.
Lisa Liati took JMU's only first
place with a 1:02.01 in the 100
backstroke.

Woman's Gymnastics
Duke 168.25

Women'e Swimming
1st — Furman 801
JMU 4th — 423
Mao's Track
Virginia Military Institute 182
William and Mary 161
Virginia Tech 115
JMU 49
University ol Richmond 21

Men's basketbail
JMU SO
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Women's Basketball
JMU 60
Fencing
JMU 8-56
JMU 15
Stevens 11

Track
Virginia Tech 61.5
William and Mary 60.5
JMU 56
University ol Richmond 11
WreaWnj
JMU 28
JMU 48

American 8
George Washington 8
a>

Man's Intramural tasketball
Bombers (A league) 64
Nads *o
Lambda CM Alpha 53
Sigma PI "A" 30
Tunnel Driven 49
MayberryRFOM
No Outs No Glory 33

TheBlflj52

,

Devestattonlne.46
ThetaChiSO
RaolnCa|uns44
Bell Hall Blazers win

76

Results
Men's BaskstbeN
JMU 60

JMU 163 60

Man's Swimming
1st - Furman 497
JMU - 6th 250

The Products 34
C-M*nl4
Bermuda Shorts 29
The Squad 21
The Suns 41

8P€"B"23
Unwed Mothers 28
Booze Brothers 38
Ream 45
Delta Sigma PI 23
Rydell's Roosters 29
SOS tortelt

Schedule
TUESDAY

George Mason 75

STipt**"* - v"*n"T,ch' co°v*c,ton
ctZZZ£Lk*"nwt> ■*•*•*•• - Tournament
championship g*na. Convocation Ccnt*<. 9:00 p.m.

Charleston 57
WEDNESDAY

*0 3

Johns Hopkins 847
Gouchsr 1
JMU 5

TSoTrn *"*"** T * "»• *!'flK>ia MKItsry InetlMe,
►P»ne*ng ~ ■' University ol Virginia. 3.-00 p.m.
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For Sale

m seen MKEP w m MANHXmtrio muwc&mr,

Spinet-Console Piano Bargain. Wanted:
responsible party to take over low monthly payments on spinet piano. Can be
seen locally. Write Credit Manager: P.O.
Box 33, Frledens, PA 15541.

WriSPtmmiBepRiMm
7M5 FZKMZ.MMVnHl 71*54.
mviHiKHP. so FAR, THAT

For Rent

by Berke Breathed

Bloom County
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50,10 ms OUR Nevi vmet.5
IN MSA, i mourn trv
ee Nice TO spew me NCKT
FQUIXBKS CONPUCTINb A
BASIC INTROPVCTWrOVR
OF turn COUNTY.

Wanted
Help Wanted
HELP WANTED FOR THE SUMMER Lifeguards, coaches, pool managers,
supervisors to work at Richmond area
pools. Call or write to apply or be Interviewed over Spring Break. ATLANTIC
SWIMMING POOL SERVICE, INC., P.O.
Box 9429. Richmond, VA 23226,
804-266-9024.
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TYPING SERVICE — 20 years ex
perience. $1.00/page. Mrs. Price,
879-9935.
,
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, Call
433-8015.
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Services
Confidential Abortion Services - All Inquiries and services confidential. Convenient location near 1-81. For information
or appointment call Collect (301)
733-2400.
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Harris Gardens Apartments. $245 including utilities, city bus to JMU. Call
Bob 434-6569.

Coach for Women's Soccer Club. Please
call Kathy x5850.
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PROFESSIONAL TYPING — IBM selec
trie, 433-8665 before 700 p.m.
Affordable custom framing for struggling
students whose funds are limited. Tom
434 3185, 434-4193.
Lose Weight Now - GUARANTEED!!
That's right, here's you chance to slim
down and shape up for Spring. Wouldn't
you like to lose those excess pounds and
inches that's keeping you out of your old
cloths and swlmsults? Well here Is a 100
percent GUARANTEED weight loss and
nutrition program that will let you SAFELY, EASILY, and EFFECTIVELY lose
those excess pounds and Inches!) If you
are serious about losing weight and
would like more information about this
incredible weight loss program, please
call: Tony Nelson 434-6350.
Chauffeured Limousine Service to any
airport, or anywhere. Leisure van with
VCR movies. Call for rates. The Place
Connection 434-0172.
BICYCLE
ready for
evenings.
Sewing A
JMU. Call

REPAIR — Get your wheels
spring. Call Ken at 433-8491
Alteratlona. Reasonable. Near
Kim 434-8604.
_____

God's Own Drunk — Where is your reply?
Boo-boo baby.

Hawk — I'll take lessons from you In the
elevator anytime. M.L.

Alex — Happy 21 st, one day early. Have a
great birthday. Guess who (hint: English
113).
ATTENTION BANDS - I'm a singer looking for a working or soon to be working
dance or rock band. I have good range,
excellent stage presence, rhythm/lead
guitar ability. Call Mike x4901.

A Belated Birthday wish to Lynne Oxley
from Lambda Chi.
Tommy — here's to My Tie, Nags Head,
Hone Quarry, Massanutten, Reddish
Knob, and all our great times spent
together. I'm looking forward to many
more. Here's to us. Happy Anniversary,
sweetheart! I love you! B.B.

Want a dance at some place different
and fun? Melrose Caverns is available on
March 17th! Call x5953 for information.

Meet the handsome, talented Mr. Anchor
Splash at Savage Pool on February 26.
He's bound to suit your style.

The sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta would
like to welcome our new spring pledge
class — Jan Brackman, Laurie Cowan,
Mary Hutton, Sandi McCracken, Cathy
Rum8ey, Andrea Sherfy, and Allie Weber.

Scott Brlnson — break a leg! Love, your
little Sis. PS. Happy belated birthday.

Happy birthday to Sigma PI Brothers for
January and February — Sean, Jeff,
Adrian, Jack and Hugh M. Love, your Little Sisters.

Enter your design now In the CARS
poster contest. $25 1st prize. Call
433-CARS to find out more. Deadline
March 1.

Delta Gamma Anchor Splash. Savage
Pool, February 26, 6-8 p.m.

Personals

Anchor Splash Bash, February 25, PI Kap
House, $2.

Enter your design now in the CARS
poster contest. $25 1st prize. Call
433-CARS to find out more. Deadline
March 1.
t

We've got two small Siamese twins at
home Richard and I'm gonna have to go
with ... Dee-a lee-a-lee ... twin cousins altached at the spine.

Is It true you can buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call (312) 742-1142, ext.
5090.
Z

S.P. — Whoever you are, Thank you! J.G.

REWARD: $100 cash money paid for information leading to the arrest and conviction of the crook who's been wrongfully using the checkbook, credit cards, &
other identification data of Clyde E.
Nicholson. Contact Investigator Baker,
JMU Police, 433-6911.
Hata hot Beer? Keep it cold with a JMU
Hugger. Also pick up a spring break
bumperstlcKer. Theta Chi sponsored.
COME to Mr. Robin Relnhardt's pleasure
Palace. Men only 433-0181.
SEMA Booksale - Education building
lobby from 10:00 to 2:00 today through
February 22. All books $.50.

X Clubl Tonight's the wild nlmba night —
be there. Patser.
Come on, brothers. Find a D.G. and give
her a smooch. Get those kiss cards. The
Frat with the most cards gets those extra
points.
Eric Etch and George Kingland — We'd
love to meet you!!
Scott C. Happy 21st. You're finally a real
human. Ziff and Ed, The Tuesday Night
Soiree.
JMU Souvenir Game! Take the challenge
... Get yours from Alpha Sigma Tau.
Mr. Scubaman — Thanks for everything
(you, too, Mr. Johnson). I love you so
much. Evenmore than Raisinettes. Much
love, Chinchilla.

Congratulations to the new Sigma PI
pledges: Matt Chamoerlin, Charlie Hannon, Matt Movers, Rob Omberg, Tom Propps, Steve Stoddard, and Dennis
Swaney. Love, your Lltte Sisters.
First in Panhellenlc Scholarship — way
to go Alpha Gams! Let's try to keep that
number one spot this semester!

COMPLAINTS
We try, but we can't please ALL
the people ALL the time. So if you
have a gripe about something you
read in The Breeze, don't keep it a
secret. Contact Ian Katz, editor, by
calling 6127 or writing to him at
The Breeze, campus mail,
Anthony-Seeger Hall.
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»UM Art* ana PaopM) section
Deaawase tor announcamant* am noon Friday tor
Monday'* Mail and noon Tuaaday tor Thursday's
Maua Mailmc afksaas a Tna Biaai*. oonimunicatlon
m deportment Jamn Medteon Imkramlty. Hantaor
Burs v» 2280? Tna Breeze oftloa Is In tna basement ot
Anthony Beeper Had at Grace and South Mam streets
Forei tor ennouncemants la WHO a dolnc WHAT.
WHEN and WHEflt llama alii be edited tor brevity
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Song" — to* mow*., will be shown Fob
23 at 7 p.m. m Biackwell Auditorium This event a
aponaomo bv Phi Epsllon Kappa, edmhuuon Is 8.SD

Events

CeWBBJTB Hi IfanaTnanlOVUM OUSwSBaa 8*Bnwa
— Thomas Nerdi. director of C*V. will apaai. on "mtamationai Busmaes Makjni end the Job Saarch" ■ 3
p.m.. Fab 22. m Jaokaon 103
Qetry On, latoranua librarian and Brad Roof, inter
national busmeas program director, will present ■
workshop on "Finding Job* ir Internal tone Busmeos'
at 3 p.m on F*b 29 m room 1D1 of the library

^ 5 p.m Saturday*, room D
WCC. 10-30 a.m and noon Sunday*, ballroom WCC
Thursday* tram 6 p.m to 7 p.m Maal In Maury parking
lot at 838 p.m For mom information contact nan* at
XSTSB.

Jump Rap* lor Haorl-a-Thofi — aponaonKi
by Phi Epsllon Kappa, will Be March 31 horn B »,m to
noon In Qoowir Hall For mom information contact
BD> 5137 or phone XT4TS
Dmnar Treaatr* aitdMsona — win be land Mi
25 and SB In Duke Fme Art* buNdmo. horn noon to *
p.m In room M103 Pertumoim wtohlng 10 audltior
ahouic prepare ■ *ong from a muatcal lumorty and ■
bnef monoioc Comtartable clothing 01 danoe attlm
ahould be worn

Untofl — Feb. 18 Randy
Stonehlli and Mtchaal Card will be at EMC; tickets am
84 Fab IB Adopt-»-Qnuiil|wrwil dfflnar at B p.m at
HenleonburE Beptkrt cnurch Fab 22 Reumonahlp B.
Me atudy m room C. WCC Fab 23 RewMelionc BtoW
atudy. 7 a.m Culwaia* RAC. 8 p.m.. New Paafm
Sincere

CPU tnatrwctot COeiraa — aponaoead by the
Hemaonburg Department of Park* 8 Recreation m
cooperation with the American Red Croat. March 2
through March 4 at to* Community Actknftos Comer
To enroll you muat be at toast 17 year* old and muff
hold • currently velld certificate showing completion
of • full kmgth American Pad Cross or American Hear
Association CPft course Rsgartratlor wilt Be new at
the recreation department admrnlatratlve office Mon
day tnrougn Friday horn B a.m to S p.m A materials
and equipment maintenance charge o' SB tr payattt* a
the time of registration Deadline tor mgistralior it
Feb. 28. For turther Information, contact
Sower* at the recreation depart mem. 433-0186

•HeHJ TodaTy — * program run tor tna sludena by
mr atudent*. an* In* every Watkiss*, at 2:3t p.m on
caM* Channel ft

anO aaawaVB) — Qienoa
Rooney from CP8.F will apeak on "Jot Opportunttlat
tor Htotory Makiit. Fab 18 at 4 p.m m Jaokaon 101

TraJa-a-OiaWiP — neeo, volunteer* at
Mepeheveilia Elementary TuaaOay* or Watto—flay*
tn>m 1230 p.m 05 vSD pjn ana at Vt> Tech Fridays
from 1JB p.m tc 1JD p.m Call Una* at 433-1894 ft you

Meetings

Waataw Foundation - F« n 7 p.m. Bib*
atudy tod By Rov Jim Snow Fob. 22: B a.m.. communion, room A. WCC; B.3C p.m. Called to Cam goas to
Enrton Manor Fab 23 6 p.m. Haw Llto Sniper*. Duke
208 fob 28. Maw Llto Singer* at 11 ».m worship at
New Hop* United Matliuilm Churoti

apvnauead by Panhakenlc fFC
and OrOei of Omega to osweftt
Muecukr Dmtrophy win
utiislll M>
Be March *S at 8 pjn tp rmdnipn- March 1"" ir Qoowir
Hal> RapioHi in the area* Office WCC
— The film, will be shown Fob 23 at rjc
p.m ir WMeor Hall Tta* even' a sponsonK by
Navigator* Alkence Studant Aaaocunion Campus
Crusad*. totar-Varalty end the r allow an tr ol Chrarlu*n
Atnk

Mtl) CMlMfatotri — The Epacopei studem group
■Baal away Thureday attar th* 7 p.m commumor aw
vice at Emmenuei Epacopal Church
OaaRpBM CnaaatdO BOf CHffvBt — meets eve".
Thursday at 7 JD p.m on the WCC mexzanm* F» mtoi
manor call Laura at
rneSf-VaraJty CBtrtaUan
meets every Sunday at 7 pjn In tne WCC ballroom
Inter -varsity prayer meetings am note Monoat
througn Friday from 43D p.m. to B p.m. ir Jaokaon IDE

OnjiBtlftBttori — meets
flret and mho Sunday at 7 pjn m the religious

Studant D&mmtnm — no**
msotmgs each Monday at 5 p.m m mom B. WCC All
commutere am welcome
— will meat Fab 21 at
TJTJ p.m m room D. WCC

1 co-op proprarri — * u s
Depwintent ol Agncuttum C&ot education repreesr.
kttwe wll me*' win all lilt*mstec fraahmer and
aopnomom compute science melon. Fab 22 from 130
p.m to TM pjn m MINBI 136 co addlliona inform*
tton. contact Dr
Socajty - wll
meat Fab 22 at 4 p.m ir Burma* *t4 Dr Chrtatlaneor
wll »ne*l on nutrition
— meet* evey Thureday at 7:30 p.m

wLIIIUWllliH) ■wtoroTeJ — The Accounting Honor
Society will Mold open tutormg ssMlnn* m eccountlng
every Wsdiissdty from 4 p.m to 8 p.m m the audio
vtouai uauanni« of the library
CARS — a tea* aarvtoa provided tor tooutly and
students By Catholic Campus Ministries gives eon a
tie* no* horn* on Friday and Saturday night* from 8
pjn to 3 ajn. If yoti had too much to drlr*, or tor
women who need ■ aato no* horn* Comptoto con
tatontiallty, no naaalas Call 433CAP*
Enter your daalgr now m the CARS 0001* corneai
Ueadlmt a March 1. Call «OM8, leave your name
and phone number to g

tchoo year em no*
lice Daadtma a

— tar that
in to* Finance* AM) erf

llli— matruaor application* am Bemc awataeP tor
the 1BB4-B Baa***** year. Apply hi penton By Fab. 2C
m tna ReonMllonal Activttie* office. Godwin 218.

102
Pal CM — wBI meat Fab 23 at 7 p.m In room C
WCC A ouaataaaeker will tak* after the meeting about
human factor* engmaennc

General
CMP — Wufkawipt; "Raaum* Wmmc Fab 23
from 3 p.m to 4 p.m. and Fab. 2B from 10 *.m to 11
a-m.; "Innerem Peanaralior.' Fab. 21 from * p.m to 6
p.m. "How to 0a)t Your Foot mm*Dooi."Fab.22 horn
I p.m to 2 p.m. ■'QBtllng Your Act Together" Fab 21
horn 1:46 p.m to 2*6 p.m. end Fat 2Bfrom IDajn. to
II *.rr.. Move Over, My Mead Hurts ' Fab 20 front 7
pjn to 8 pjn. Sign op In aJaaaa rr to* CP8P offlo*
CPBF specie piugiaw — "Job Search Strategy to'
Liberal Arts Atofore " Fet 21 and 23 from 3-30 p.m. tii
p.m. room B. WCC Stgn up In CPSF office
King'* Domrokjr a laaaiiiieaj to mlei ike* tor
seasons emwovmen: informatnnai Brocnues* may
be ploiaa ut m the CP8P office
BUseri Qaraan* a acoaptlnt; appNcatton* Tuaaday
througn Saturday from B «JT. to 4 p.m tor summe
employment Comact Buech Qeroan* for appkcationt
and mom mrormatlon
11—n*» elgn-up* tor the weak ot Fab 22 RUIBMIMJ
town papers Richmond, VA — liiiWness eximaNam,
MtS/DP Englmr chamatry. hanory and acoDunttnc
mekirB J£ Penney Staunton. VA — hianeaa makirt
with sr intoeaai ir retail. Eaat Caroline Umvereny
Omenrllle. NC — chermstry end biology Sears and
Cutlet OF* DC — accounting Chaok CPSP lot
dalallt

aniln and vocational oounaaUng tor mtftvKluaki and
groups Call 85S2 tor mom Information or oona tc
Alumna* Hall tor walk-In aarvtoa Between > pjn. and 5
p.m.. Monday through Tin—Par. No appointment

__J — otters he* mediation ear
vice to all ■PaaW of the campu* community who am
ir dtopuat Com* By th* MsdBHon Center to me Commuter Studant Center otic*. WCC BWweeri 6 pjn tot
p.m.. Monday through Friday- CM <
formation.
aaaaaaamtf WrtHng Lab — otter, 1
help to ■udant* working on papers or report*. 1
mg tor euay exam* writing letter* or 1
reviewing gramma, or preparing to
-SAT. or QMAT For further BeuimMkJii.. can
•toektn* at 6401 or stop By Beaiep 108. Monde,
through Friday from B a.m to 3 pjn.
Tutoring — a *vaiaba from Sejma PW I
all aubact* Far mom awaaaBaaaV
-ipecome fmatn and cornputw scancal at KTtV I
Aim ktoff toctonoa and *oci
Sim* touamaaa) at X7418. Mm 1
human aarvtoaal at 434 3847; Ketty
(priiioaophy, religion and foreign
43442B1, Donna Barry (polNleal sclsnce. puokc 1
mmimmiior and hatory) ■ X4to2 or Debt** Laaao*
ftutoruil dlrecton ■ X4154.
Tax lawaM — are
the library
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Clip this form and put It In an
envelope with $1 for 1-10 words, $2
for 11-20 words, and so on.
Mail the envelope to The Breeze by
campus mail, or deliver it to our office in the basement of Anthony"eeger Hall.
Deadline for Thursday's paper is
noon Tuesday. Deadline for Monday's paper is noon Friday.
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Readers' Forum
HoJo's residents
should be granted
commuter stickers
To the editor
I appreciate The Breeze's inclusion of my
proposal to gain commuter stickers for Howard
Johnson's residents in its last issue. As a supplement to that article, 1 am submitting the following:
"Hey, Kim, can you meet me at D-Hall in
five minutes?"
"Well, I just missed the 5:18 p.m. bus to
campus and there's not another until 6:29 p.m.
I could walk, but it's dark and raining outside
and it takes 25 minutes to get there. I also told
my roommate that I'd wait for her. She has a
class which is over at 5:20 p.m., so she won't be
home until 7:10 p.m. because there's no bus in
between 5:15 p.m. and 7:05 p.m."
This could be a typical conversation between
an on-campus student and a Howard Johnson's
resident.
Howard Johnson's residents did not choose
to live in "on-campus" housing a mile
off
campus. Because of a bus schedule which runs
once an hour, students sometimes must leave an
hour early for a class or wait an hour and a half
after their class has ended to get home.
A student who has chosen to be a commuter
and lives in JMU-sponsored Presidental Apartments or across Main Street from the Quad is
eligible for a commuter sticker. Howard
Johnson's residents, however, are not considered commuters.
It would better facilitate the needs of the
freshman girls who live at Howard Johnson's if
they would be granted commuter stickers.

_^rip»*'Sv-,
H*'

Claudia Peters
freshman
communication arts
Howard Johnson's senator

Poverty expensive
The only people getting richer are the rich
-2SJ5 O^JSSSffSRSS^
of the Pfrandtlut it's better to^»»ey on
bombs than on feeding hungry eta *«^
Despite *eaga* 'hetorK: about Amenca «s

back up and restart the inflationary spiral.
Eight million people are still unemployed and
for the past five weeks the stock market has been
plunging.
Sorry, Mike, Reaganomics is failing. The poor
are suffering most, but the middle class will be
f~Hng it eventually. The only people getting richer
»*** w0u|d m social spending even furJJ d Zng the needy - unskilled workers.
. cp
^ _ ^ ^ ^ sustenance they

U±d ££ toSbXe LyndorSson inUrn^ States than betoreLynao

ntd'to exist and the help they need to break free
capitalism's self-perpetuating culture of

adequate housing, clothing and medical care, while
billions of dollars are being added to the military
build-up budget.
The current "recovery," according to a
Washington Post editorial, has been shorter-lived
and produced less employment than the recovery
from the last recession.
...'_._.__.
Federal
Reserve Board
Volcker
.««,.«.««*».«
—- Chairman
, Paul
deficits the

If the world's most affluent society, for which
Chris Merritt, whose letter was published in the
Feb. 13 issue of The Breeze, wants proudly to
wave beer can and flag, wants to live up to it's
founding principles — if the richest nation in
human history is to end such needless suffering of
its own citizens — a massive and integrated plan of
social action must be implemented.
The military budget must be
oc cut
cui by
oy ai
at mm
least «
25

To the editor.
.
Yet again I lament for Mike Page, who, in his
column in the Feb. 13 issue of 77»e Breeze, would
sacrifice the lives of the poor for the benefit of the
"haves."
^/.iri^num mvth

erty> aciudel of
atputsA tato
'"SI*
£S3«*
CSM.
*■*
«
r
*****
~
shame.
programs to feed the hungry and to help them find

highest in U.S. history, will push

must fund programs to encourage full employment.
Anyone who believes the poor CHOOSE to be
poor is ignorant to the tragedy of poverty.
I recommend Mike Page read The Other
America: Poverty in the United States, by Michael
Harrington. And I encourage every JMU student
to take Social Welfare.SOSW 288, as an elective.
It's time the future middle class realize they're
being manipulated by profit-seeking rich — time to
end the myth of the poor as "lazy people who just
don't want to get ahead."
' Poverty is expensive to maintain. Poverty and
social injustice lead to economic instability, crime
and terrorism.
It's you and I who will have to pay. The cost will
be much less if we try to achieve economic
democracy.
Luke Adams
Junior!
comraunicatlon arts

. .<
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Syria rejects peace plan
BEIRUT, Lebanon — Syria denounced the
new eight-point peace plan for Lebanon
Saturday and insisted on the dissolution of the
Lebanese-Israeli troop withdrawal accord.
Meanwhile, Lebanese President Amin
Gemayel appealed for compromise and warned that "Lebanon is dying."
The eight-point plan included many provisions of the May 17 Lebanese-Israeli accord,
including simultaneous Israeli and Syrian
withdrawals from Lebanon.
Leaders of the Druse and Shiite militias
have rejected the plan.
Gemayel says he is ready to discard the May
pact, but only as part of the new plan. The
plan was believed to be Saudi-sponsored, but
that government disavowed it, saying it was
put forward by Gemayel.

Truckers blockade
French highways
CHAMONIX, France — A
massive highway blockade
that closed all French routes
to Italy spread Saturday as
police failed to dislodge protesting truck drivers and their
rigs.
Angry travelers stranded in
the 4-day-old blockade of
alpine routes hurled rocks and
insults at truck drivers in one
town. Fights between tourists
and truckers broke out in
another town.
An estimated 3,000 truckers
have been blocking alpine

The plan called for a cease-fire, the separation of warring Lebanese faciions and talks to
give the opposition a greater share of power in
the government.
Meanwhile, shelling on both sides of the
"green line" dividing Beirut's Christian and
Moslem sectors killed four people and wounded 12 — most of them civilians — Saturday
night.
Also, President Reagan ordered the 1,200
Marines in Lebanon to begin withdrawing
from their base this weekend, and several landing craft carrying men and gear were seen
leaving the Marine beachhead Saturday.
But the chief spokesman for the Marines,
army Col. Ed McDonald, denied the pullout
had begun.
— Associated Press

highways and railways since
Thursday to protest losses
truckers suffered in a twoweek strike by customs
workers along the FrenchItalian border.

Iraq and Iran
fight major battle
Iran and Iraq fought a major battle Friday in which
hundreds of casualties were
reported.
Friday's fighting brings
total losses in two days of
combat to more than 4,000 according to communiques from
both sides.

Iran claimed its forces were
closing in on a main highway
to Iraq's capital of Baghdad
and had killed 1,100 Iraqi
soldiers in a three-hour
engagement.
Iraq claimed it had contained Iran's advance and inflicted heavy losses on Iranian
forces.
A U.S. official said Thursday that about 500,000 Iranian and Iraqi troops were
massing on the central front.
The official said the troops
were lined up and appeared
prepared for "a great World
War I-type battle."

Plane crash kills four
CHARLOTTESVILLE - A singleengine airplane slammed into the median
strip of Interstate 64 Friday, killing an East
Hartford, Conn., couple and their two
daughters.
No one on the ground was injured.
The impact scattered debris 100 feet and
left a three-foot crater in the ground.

Gravedigger sentenced
to 50 years in prison
FAIRFAX — A gravedigger who was
convicted of decapitating his roommate
with a broken ashtray was sentenced Friday
to 50 years in prison.
William Bly, 30, of Falls Church, had
pleaded innocent by reason of insanity to
the .killing of Daniel McCallister, also a
gravedigger at the National Memorial Park
cemetary.
Fairfax Commonwealth's Attorney
Robert Horan said Bly could be eligible for
parole in a little more than eight years with
good behavior.

House plan gives
Colleges, state employees
bigger share of budget
RICHMOND - The House money committee hammered out its version of the
1984-86 budget Saturday, giving more
money to colleges and a 9.6 salary raise to
state employees.
The committee had to find $26 million
more for colleges and universities tha"h
Gov. Charles S. Robb had in his proposed
budget and $37 million more for state
salaries. It did.
— Associated Press

«

by the way
So the package came
from Hawaii, eh?

Iowa caucuses
held today

HONOLULU — About 80 percent of all
packages mailed from the island of Hawaii
contain marijuana, according to federal officials.
Long suspecting that drug dealers in
Hawaii were making use of U.S. mails, investigators recently took drug-sniffing dogs
and conducted a week-long examination of
parcel post service on Hawaii.
The dogs reacted to 80 percent of the
packages. Search warrants were then obtained and the drugs seized.

The Iowa caucuses, the first
test for presidential candidates of both parties, are to
be held today.
According to polls taken
before the voting, Walter
Mondale should win most of
the votes in the Democratic
caucuses.
Second place is the object
for the other Democratic candidates, with the likely
runner-up being Sen. John
Glenn, Sen. Gary Hart or the
Rev. Jesse Jackson.
President Reagan is unopposed for the Republican
nomination. He will be in Des
Moines today for a victory
dinner.
f

New York City cafe
offered Texas annexation
AUSTIN, Texas — Gov. Mark White
wants a little piece of New York City to
defect.
A proclamation signed by White and
released Friday calls on the Lone Star Cafe,
a hotbed of country music and Texas food,
to "consider seceding from New York and
formally apply for annexation by the great
State of Texas" for the state's sesquicentennial (150 years) celebration in

U.S. economy
grows 4.9 percent

WASHINGTON f— The
U.S. economy posted a
healthy 4.9 percent annual
L_

i

■ . ■

growth rate in the final three
months of 1983, the government said Friday.
The report on the gross national product — the measure
of the r nation's output of
goods and services — was the
latest in a string of bright
economic indicators.
However, some economists
raised concerns that the surging economy and its demand
for credit could soon clash
with the Federal Reserve
Board's policy of restricting
the money supply.

military aid for El Salvador to
improved protection of
human rights.
Instead, the legislation
would give the authority to
impose conditions on such aid
to the president
The proposal appears to set
the stage for a renewed confrontation between the administration and Congress on
the degree to which U.S.
military aid to El Salvador
should be tied to human rights
performance.
•
*

Central American
aid bill sent
to Congress

Double-transplant
patient recovering

WASHINGTON — President Reagan sent an $8 billion
Central American assistance
package to Congress Friday.
The package sidesteps a key
congressional demand that
would explicitly link future

PITTSBURGH - A
6-year-old girl is talking and
breathing on her own threei
days after undergoing the
world's first heart-liver
transplant, her doctor said
Thursday.
— Associated Press

